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Abstract
The aim of the present paper was to report on an experimental study of the characterization of a blast wave initiated by a
solid explosive and its interaction with a rigid obstacle in the form of a hemicylinder. Pressure transducers located along
the path of the blast wave and high-speed imaging allow (1) the measurement of the overpressure at different locations and
(2) the characterization of the blast wave inception, propagation, and reflection off the hemicylinder. The scaling effect has
been investigated by performing experiments in two different facilities, where one is at twice the scale of the other.

Keywords Blast wave · Hemicylindrical obstacle · Multi-scale · Phenomenological model · Condensed explosive

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the protection of infrastructure and personnel
against damage caused by explosions is a very important
field of research and development. These explosions gen-
erate blast waves that need to be characterized in order to
evaluate their effects. The ability to predict the effect of a
blast wave on a given structure is not straightforward and
relies on experimental investigations [1] and numerical mod-
eling [1–3]. The experimental studies are usually conducted
in small-scale facilities which allow better monitoring by
combining different diagnostic methods [4, 5] and providing
the ability to better control and to vary the conditions for blast
wave generation and the interaction with various geometri-
cal configurations. So far, numerous studies have focused
on blast wave propagation in air and established correlations
predicting incident overpressures in the free field [6–8]. The
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American United Facilities Criteria (UFC) [9]—a military
construction guide—also developed abacuses to predict var-
ious blast wave parameters depending on the scaled distance.
The use of these correlations, paired with similitude princi-
ples, such as in [10], allows the determination of blast wave
parameters at different scales.

Regarding the interaction with structures, several stud-
ies focused on the mitigating properties of barriers [11, 12].
Sochet et al. [13] studied the influence of a trapezoidal pro-
tective barrier on blast propagation. Their setup featured a
gaseous explosive charge composed of stoichiometric oxy-
gen and propane, ignited by an exploding wire. Two types
of barriers, designed according to NATO recommendations,
were tested: type A barriers with 45◦ inclined walls both
upstream and downstream and type B with 45◦ and 90◦
inclined walls upstream and downstream (and vice versa).
These were placed from 0.07 to 0.1m away from the charge.
The study showed that barriers with vertical walls were more
efficient in attenuating overpressure downstream and pre-
vented the rapid formation of aMach stem.However, vertical
walls produce higher overpressure levels on the upstream
face. Nevertheless, a type B barrier with the vertical wall on
the downstream face produces the same attenuation and can
thus be used to have lesser reflected overpressures on the
front face.

Gautier et al. [14] studied the interaction of a blast wave
with a planar wall measuring the influence of its length on the
shock propagation and maximum overpressure downstream.
Twelve different wall lengths were exposed to the blast wave
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generated by the detonation of a gaseous explosive charge
on a detonation table. Several pressure sensors were placed
on the table, downstream from the wall, and a high-speed
camera captured the blastwave propagation around the obsta-
cle via pure in-line shadowscopy. These experiments showed
that thewall reduces themaximumoverpressure downstream
close to thewall.However, if thewall is not at least three times
longer than the height, circumventing waves (i.e., diffracting
around the lateral sides of the wall) could catch up with the
wave propagating over the wall, and the protective effect
could be negated.

Other authors have focused on the evolution of overpres-
sure and reflection at the surface of obstacles [15, 16]. Geva
et al. [17] studied the regular reflection–Mach reflection tran-
sition criterion in unsteady flows at the surface of cylindrical
convex obstacles. Tests were performed in a shock tube with
shock Mach numbers of 1.3 and 1.5. Based on high-speed
imaging, the transition over a convex obstacle has been iden-
tified as occurring when both incident and reflected shock
waves become perpendicular.

The propagation of a blast wave around an arch (half-
cylinder) obstacle and the overpressure it generates were
studied by Glasstone [18]. Based on nuclear explosion
results, he proposed amodel describing the evolution of over-
pressure, rise time, and drag coefficient over the arch surface.
This model applies for structures subjected to overpressures
below 3.45bar (50psi) and located in the Mach reflection
region.

Finally, a model predicting the blast wave overpressure
on the back face of a hemicylindrical obstacle was pro-
posed by Trélat et al. [5]. This work featured small plastic
explosive charges (50g TNT equivalent) and a rigid hemi-
cylinder placed at various distances from the charge on a blast
table. This hemicylinderwas equippedwith piezoelectric and
piezoresistive pressure sensors. The recorded overpressure
was used to fit a second-order polynomial equation describ-
ing the evolution of overpressure on the back face of the
hemicylinder. In this study, we extend the model to double
scale and capture additional data at different reduced dis-
tances.

We provide an experimental study on the blast wave char-
acterization initiated by a solid explosive detonation and their
interaction with a non-deformable hemicylindrical obsta-
cle. The coupling between pressure measurements along the
path of the blast wave and high-speed background-oriented
schlieren (BOS) imaging allows (1) the measurement of
the overpressure at different locations and (2) the charac-
terization of the blast wave generation, propagation, and
reflection off the hemicylinder. The scaling effect has been
investigated by performing reduced-scale experiments at
two different facilities: (1) Institute for Radioprotection and
Nuclear Safety (IRSN) and (2) French-German Research
Institute of Saint-Louis, France (ISL).

Fig. 1 The modular table, from [7]

2 Experimental setups

2.1 IRSN experimental setup

The IRSN-blast table is currently hosted at the ArianeGroup
in Vert-le-Petit (Centre de Recherche du Bouchet). It has
enabled IRSN to carry out different experimental campaigns
over the last 15 years, the results of which have been pub-
lished in [5, 7].

The indoor experimental setup includes a 2.40m×1.60m
blast table [7] that supports a four-section rigid, non-
deformable wooden hemicylinder (400mm diameter and
1.60m length) and an explosive charge. This hemicylinder
was designed to be considered as non-deformable. The table,
shown in Fig. 1, is composed of modular square wooden
plates (400mm×400mm×50mm), each drilled with nine
holes to flush mount pressure sensors (each separated by
133mm), or if not used a metallic plug. A special module
designed to withstand the explosion pressure is made of steel
(Fig. 2); the charge stand is inserted in this module and is
drilled to allow the detonator to reach the base of the charge.
All these parts make the table highly modular, allowing the
flexible positioning of the explosive charge and the pres-
sure sensors on the entire table surface. This also allows the
adjustment of the hemicylinder to charge distance ranging
from 0.27 to 1.60m. The table was designed so as to min-
imize vibrations and shock wave transmission between the
modules to improve the repeatability of tests.

The hemicylindrical obstacle is composed of a wooden
external layer (Fig. 3) and consists of four 400-mm-long and
400-mm-diameter sections. The 1.60-m-long hemicylinder is
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Fig. 2 Wooden modular plate (left), steel plate (middle), and charge
and detonator support (right), which are part of the IRSN detonation
table

Fig. 3 IRSN experimental setup with a 41.5-g Hexomax® charge—
27cm between the charge and hemicylinder

as wide as the table, limiting the circumventing of the blast
wave. Only one section of the obstacle is instrumented that
includes 15 sensor positions distributed in three rows: a cen-
tral rowand twoparallel ones located at 100mmawayonboth
sides. This instrumented section is reinforced by an internal
steel structure. Each row can host five sensors distributed
every 30◦ (e.g., one sensor at 30◦/60◦/90◦/120◦/150◦).

The blast wave generated by the detonation of the
explosive charge produces a blast wave for which the
pressure–time history is measured with piezoelectric and

piezoresistive sensors. The piezoelectric sensors are Kistler
603B and 603CA (connected to Kistler 5011 and 5018
charge amplifiers), and the piezoresistive ones are Kulite
XTL-190 (Vishay 2311 charge amplifiers). They are labeled
Pi (i ∈ {1, 3, 4, 5}) for Kulite sensors and Kj
( j ∈ {1, . . . , 11}) for Kistler ones. Table 1 presents the posi-
tion of these sensors for the tests performed in free field or
with the presence of the hemicylinder. For tests involving the
hemicylinder, sensors K3, K4, K6, K7, and K8 were placed
on the central line of the hemicylinder, and sensors P1, P3,
P4, and P5 were placed on a parallel line, respectively, at
30◦, 90◦, 120◦, and 150◦. Sensor P1 was placed at 150◦ for
tests with hemicylinder at 27cm from the charge (as shown
in Fig. 4) because it could not withstand the peak pressure
encountered on the front face in close range.

Sensors K10 and K11 were in the same position for
all the tests; these reference sensors allowed to verify the
reproducibility of measurements and their agreement with
reference theoretical values such as in [6, 19].

The results are acquired by a 500-kHz Nicolet Genesis
acquisition system (Bridge 1M iso Card, 24 channels) and
filtered at 125 kHz (FIR filter, −0.1 dB cut-off frequency).

2.2 ISL experimental setup

Experiments at ISL were conducted on a blast measurement
pad located at the experimental test range in Baldersheim.
This concrete blast pad is twice the scale of the IRSN-blast
table and also allows to perform tests in free field or with
obstacles. It is composed of a concrete pad equipped with a
steel block filled with absorbent material that cushions pres-
sure waves generated by explosive charges detonated on the
ground.

Table 1 Sensors positioning on
the detonation table during tests

Distance to the charge
(m)/scaled (mkg−1/3)

Test configuration—distance charge–hemicylinder

Free field 27cm 100cm 160cm

0.27/0.57 K1 K10 P1 K10 K10 K1 K10

0.30/0.64 P3 P4 P5 HC

0.80/1.72 K5

0.93/2.01 K2 K11 K2 K11 K2 K11 K2 K11

1.07/2.30 K3 K9 HC

1.20/2.58 K1

1.33/2.87 K4

1.47/3.16 K5 K5 K5

1.60/3.45 K6 K1 HC

1.73/3.73 K7 K9

2.00/4.31 K8

2.13/4.60 K9

2.21/4.75 K9

HC hemicylinder
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Fig. 4 IRSN-blast table configuration for tests with the hemicylinder
27cm away from the charge

A metallic rail was inserted from the charge support plate
to the edge of the pad providing 22 possible sensor posi-
tions, each separated by 266mm, twice the distance between
sensors used in the IRSN experiments.

A steel non-deformable hemicylindrical obstacle twice the
size of the one used in the IRSN experiment was placed in
front of the explosive charge, normal to the pressure mea-
surement rail axis (Fig. 5). The hemicylinder is made of four
800-mm-long sections, with a diameter of 800mm, for a total
length of 3.2m. Pressure sensors can be placed every 30◦ in
three rows of holes drilled in the hemicylinder: a central one
and two lateral rows positioned 50mm on each side. Sensors
are mounted on the obstacle with polypropylene intermedi-
ate inserts. The target hemicylinder can be placed at different
distances to the charges ranging from 53cm to 3.2m.

The central line of sensors is equipped with five
PCB 113B28 piezoelectric pressure gauges connected to
482A22 signal conditioners,while the secondone is equipped
with five Kulite XT190 piezoresistive pressure sensors con-
nected to a Kyowa CDV 700A conditioner. An additional
PCB pressure sensor (labeled PArr) was placed in the metal-
lic rail in the first available position behind the hemicylinder
(26.6cm behind for 53-cm and 3.2-m configuration and
13.3cm for 2-m configuration, Table2). A pencil pressure
probe (labeled PPencil) was also installed on a mobile pole
opposite to the obstacle to measure pressure evolution in free
field, at the same distance from the charge as sensor PArr;
it is visible on the left side of Fig. 5. Their position for each
test is listed in Table2.

Sensors on the hemicylinder are labeled “P XY,” where
X represents the row index and Y the position of the sensor:
Sensor P31 is the sensor located at position 1 (30◦) on the
median row, whereas sensor 25 is located at position 5 (150◦)
on the next row, as depicted in Fig. 6.

Data are recorded and filtered (fifth-order Bessel filter,
500kHz) by a 2-MHz Transcom Recorder.

Fig. 5 ISL experimental setupwith a 333-gHexomax� charge—53cm
between the charge and hemicylinder

All ISL-blast waves are also recorded with a V310/V311
pair of Phantom cameras (Fig. 7), using a 135-mm F/2 Nikon
lens, at a frame rate of 10,000 frames per second (fps) and a
400×600px2.

2.3 Explosive charges

Hexomax® plastic explosive (produced by Eurenco) was
used to form the hemispherical charges. The TNT equiva-
lency ofHexomax® provided byArianeGroup is 1.2, defined
as the ratio of the energy per unit mass released by Hex-
omax® and TNT during the expansion of their detonation
products.

At IRSN, the Hexomax® charges are formed manually in
a metallic mold and ignited by a Davey–Bickford SA4201A
detonator containing 140mg of lead azide (primary explo-
sive) and 100mg of PETN. The detonator is inserted in the
central hole of the charge support shown in Fig. 2. To achieve
a TNT equivalent mass of 50g, each charge weighed 41.5g.
Each test is repeated three times to analyze reproducibility
and repeatability of the explosive charges and to allow a sta-
tistical analysis of data recorded.

The explosive charges used at ISL are twice the diam-
eter of those used at IRSN and eight times its mass, i.e.,
333g of Hexomax® equivalent to 400g of TNT. Each test
was repeated four times; this allowed to extend the studied
field of view around the hemicylinder with no image res-
olution loss. Charges were ignited with a RP83 exploding
bridgewire detonator from Teledyne Defense, which con-
tains 86mg of PETN, 123mg of RDX booster, and finally
908mg of HMX [20].

Table3 summarizes experimental conditions used at both
facilities according to the similitude principle, and Appendix
presents trials’ denomination.
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Table 2 Sensors positioning on
the blast pad during tests

Distance to the
charge (m)

Scaled distance to the
charge (mkg−1/3)

Charge to hemicylinder distance

53cm 200cm 320cm

0.53 0.57 HC

1.60 1.72 PArr PPencil

2.00 2.15 HC

2.93 3.16 PArr PPencil

3.20 3.45 HC

4.27 4.60 PArr PPencil

HC hemicylinder

Fig. 6 ISL-blast pad configuration for testswith the hemicylinder 53cm
away from the charge

3 Results

Three main parameters describing the positive phase of a
blast wave were studied:

– Time of arrival ta (s);
– Peak maximum overpressure ΔPmax (bar);
– Positive impulse I+ (bar s).

The positive impulse is defined as the area under the positive
part of the pressure–time profile:

Fig. 7 High-speed camera used during ISL tests (V310 Phantom
camera)

I+=
∫ t+

ta
P (t) dt, (1)

where ta is the time of arrival of the blast wave, t+ is the end
time of its positive phase, and P(t) expresses overpressure
as a function of time.

Table 3 Similitude principle
applied to the two-scale study

IRSN scale ISL scale

Hemicylinder diameter (m) 0.40 0.80

Hemicylinder length (m) 1.60 3.20

Sensors spacing (m) 0.13 0.27

Charge/hemicylinder distances (m) 0.27–1.60 0.53–3.20

Reference explosive charge (g TNT eq.) 50 400
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Fig. 8 Example of a pressure signal obtained during IRSN free-field
tests

Fig. 9 Example of a piezoresistive pressure signal without a negative
phase—0.64mkg−1/3

A temporal pressure profile recordedduring free-field tests
at IRSN is shown in Fig. 8; the piezoelectric sensor was
located 27cm from the explosive charge (50g TNT equiva-
lent).

Positive impulses of pressure signalswere computed using
Grapher 11. However, it was not possible to calculate the
one from piezoresistive sensors as they did not display any
negative phase ending the positive phase.One of these signals
is presented in Fig. 9. The absence of a negative phase may
be due to the arrival of the secondary shock, visible around
0.85ms, or sensor signal drift due to thermal effects from the
fireball.

The scatter in a set of experimental values is defined as
the standard deviation of the set divided by its mean value.

Fig. 10 Times of arrival measured at IRSN and ISL versus Kinney and
Graham’s theory

3.1 Free-field pressure measurements

In Figs. 10, 11, and12, IRSN piezoelectric sensors are rep-
resented as blue crosses, piezoresistive ones as red crosses,
and ISL piezoelectric sensor results as green diamonds.

Times of arrival obtained with the two types of sensors
are in good agreement with the theoretical values from [6],
as shown in Fig. 10. Data obtained from the high-speed video
are also in very good agreement with Kinney and Graham’s
predictions [6] and sensor results. Symbols represent exper-
imental data, each point being the mean value of a series of
tests and error bars representing the standard deviation of
these series, which is defined as:

σ =
√
E[(X−E(X))2], (2)

where X represents a series of experimental values. The solid
line represents the prediction from Kinney and Graham [6].
This difference in the IRSN and ISL data is <5%.

Figure11 presents a comparison of the normalized over-
pressure obtained using both sensor technologies with the
overpressure predicted by Kinney and Graham [6] provided
in (2). It also shows experimental data obtained by Sturtzer et
al. [21] using piezoresistive sensors; these datawere obtained
in the same facilities as the present study, using the same
Hexomax� charges.

At close range, the measured overpressures from the
piezoresistive sensors are lower than those from the piezo-
electric ones by 55% at 27cm from the charge center. Values
recorded by piezoelectric sensors are close to Kinney and
Graham’s predictive equation [6]:
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Fig. 11 Peak overpressures measured at IRSN and ISL versus Kinney
and Graham’s theory

Pmax

Patm
=

808
(
1+ ( z

4.5

)2)
√
1+ ( z

0.048

)2√1+ ( z
0.32

)2√1+ ( z
1.35

)2 , (3)

where z (mkg−1/3) is the scaled distance to the explosive
charge, Pmax (bar) the peak overpressure, and Patm (bar) the
ambient pressure.

It is clear that in Fig. 11, the overpressure datameasured by
piezoelectric sensors follow the trend predicted by [6] at both
scales, even though the scatter in the experimental data for
the close range sensors is high. These data are also consistent
with overpressure data obtained by Sturtzer et al. [21].

Regarding the positive impulse, the results from piezo-
electric sensors follow the trend predicted by [6], but with
a rather large difference. At close range, measurements are
46% higher than predicted values with a large scatter in the
data. The data for longer range lie below the Kinney andGra-
ham predictions (down to −26%), but are more repeatable,
as shown in Fig. 12, with <10% scatter.

The slight difference between ISL and IRSN measured
positive impulse may be attributed to the fact that the deto-
nation wave propagates differently in the two charges as the
mass ratio between the detonator and the explosive charge is
different. It could also be due to the presence of the damp-
ing material in both charge supporting systems, potentially
inducing energy losses. Finally, impulses were determined
using an above-ground pressure sensor at ISL, whereas the
IRSN sensors were mounted on the surface of the blast table.
It would be interesting to collect more data to fill the gap in
the data between 0.6 and 2mkg−1/3 in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Positive impulses measured at IRSN and ISL versus Kinney
and Graham’s theory

Fig. 13 Example of a perturbed signal from a piezoelectric sensor for
the 53-cm configuration at ISL

3.2 Hemicylinder pressure measurements

This section will present the results obtained with the sen-
sors placed on the surface of the hemicylinder at both scales.
Unfortunately, due to the experimental setup at ISL, the
impact of the blast wave on the structure induced signifi-
cant vibrations. In close range, this made P35 signals (150◦)
unusable as the generated noise amplitude exceeded the sig-
nal amplitude, as depicted in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 14 Comparison of piezoelectric pressure signals obtained at both scales: 1.6m (green line)/3.2m (purple line)—camera images illustrate the
shock structure as it hits sensors positions (white dots)

Signals recorded at position 5 at both scales are extremely
similar, as shown in Fig. 14 (middle), where the pressure sig-
nals are overlaid on each other. However, different profiles
shapes were observed at some sensor positions. Figure14
(left) presents a comparison of signals recorded by piezo-
electric sensors at position 1 (at 30◦) at both scales; it appears
that IRSN pressure signal shows a more significant pressure
decay after the pressure peak and a lower minimum pressure.
This effect seems to be due to sensor drift, as this is the only
sensor presenting such a behavior. This kind of behavior was
also observed by Grosseuvres et al. [22].

A difference is also observed between pressure profiles
recorded by the sensor placed on the floor behind the hemi-
cylinder, as shown in Fig. 12 (right). The signal obtained at
IRSN scale presents a larger overpressure decay. Neverthe-
less, for the configuration with the hemicylinder placed 1.6m
away from the explosive charge, this sensor position ends up
at only 7cm from the edge of the table. Therefore, when the
blast wave reaches this location, the diffraction at the end of
the table may amplify the decay of the blast.

These differences in pressure profiles,measured blast time
of arrival, and peak overpressure are analyzed in the follow-
ing section. As illustrated in Fig. 15, the blast wave time of
arrival recorded at both scales presents a very good scatter-
ing, globally <6%. The largest scatter is observed at close
range, on the front face of the obstacle, where the scatter for
the 30◦ sensor at ISL reaches 11%. To compare results, the
blast wave time of arrival recorded at ISL was divided by
two; the relative difference between the two scales is <4%.

The same is true for measured peak overpressures, repre-
sented in Fig. 16. The largest scatter is observed in the close

Fig. 15 Comparison of times of arrival measured at ISL and IRSN at
the hemicylinder surface

range data, where the effect of the fireball is most important,
with a peak at 28% for the 30◦ sensor of ISL, whereas the
overall scatter is <15% at both scales. Likewise, the highest
difference between the two scales is observed in close range,
up to 25%, whereas it is below 10% at further distances.

Thereby, it seems that the similitude principle from [10]
is still applicable for peak overpressures and blast wave time
of arrival in the presence of an obstacle in the studied range
of reduced distance (0.57 to 3.45mkg−1/3).

This study also allowed towitness a difference of behavior
between the two sensors technologies, namely piezoelectric
and piezoresistive. As aforementioned, a discrepancy in the
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Fig. 16 Comparison of peak overpressures measured at ISL and IRSN

measurement of peak overpressure in the free field, piezore-
sistive sensor recording is far inferior in close range. The
comparative use of the two technologies side by side at the
surface of the hemicylinder also demonstrated this difference,
as observed in Fig. 17.

Piezoresistive sensors demonstrate longer response times,
as the rising edge is less steep than for piezoelectric sen-
sors. Thus, they may present a larger difference in the real
peak overpressure because of their slow response time. The
difference between technologies lessenswhen the hemicylin-
der is placed further from the charge, or when considering
a sensor position further along the arc of the obstacle. For
example, there is no difference in the signals recorded by
both technologies at 150◦ with the obstacle at 3.2m from
the charge, as displayed in Fig. 18. Technical data provided
by sensors manufacturers are not sufficient to interpret these
response differences. They may be explained by the slower
rise time phenomena taking place in these configurations,
which would allow piezoresistive sensors to “catch up” with
piezoelectric ones. Moreover, they seem to be less affected
by vibrations than their piezoelectric counterparts.

4 Analysis

Overpressure results obtained at the surface of the obstacle
have been compared to themodel described in [5] (referred to
asModel S). The use of a transmission coefficientCt , defined
as the measured overpressure at a given position divided by
the free-field overpressure at the same position, allows the
study to compare results obtained at both scales directly. The
model proposes to calculate this transmission coefficient as a
function of a reduced shifted direct distance (RSDD), defined
in Fig. 19, based on the geometry of the obstacle:

Fig. 17 Comparisonof overpressure signals obtainedwith piezoelectric
and piezoresistive sensors at 30◦ at ISL—2-m configuration

Fig. 18 Comparisonof overpressure signals obtainedwith piezoelectric
and piezoresistive sensors at 150◦ at ISL—3.2-m configuration

Ct = 0.396 × RSDD2 − 1.4385 × RSDD + 1.347. (4)

This model is valid for positive RSDD and was designed
with results obtained at three charge-to-obstacle distances at
IRSN reduced scale (0.4, 0.6, and 1.6m) with piezoelectric
sensors. Thus, only the results from piezoelectric sensors are
compared here.

The latest experimental campaigns allowed to record data
at new distances at IRSN reduced scale (0.27m and 1m) to
validate the model and additional data at 1.6m (120◦ results
weremissing in themodel) from the charge. Experiments car-
ried out at ISL also allow to compare large-scale results to
the model, in addition to studying scale effects. The compar-
ison of the new results with Model S is presented in Fig. 20.
It appears that the IRSN results are very close to the model
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Fig. 19 Definition of the
reduced shifted direct distance,
from [5]

Fig. 20 Comparison between experimental results from both scales
with Model S from [5]

at 120◦ and 150◦. The ISL results seem to be less close to
the model, but the data also present larger scatter, especially
in close range, so they could be closer to the model. Overall,
the results appear to follow the trend predicted by the model.

Model S seems to slightly overestimate overpressures at
90◦, where results are 7% inferior to the model in average, as
depicted in Fig. 21. However, on the back face of the hemi-
cylinder the experimental data are above themodel with 12%
difference in average at 120◦ and 5% at 150◦.

5 Conclusion

The two setups developed at IRSN and ISL allowed to study
blast wave interaction with a hemicylindrical structure at
different scales. The present study provides new peak over-
pressure data obtained at two scales. The results highlighted
the difference of behavior between piezoelectric and piezore-
sistive sensors, the latter being much slower, leading to an
underestimation of peak overpressure measured on the front

Fig. 21 Difference between experimental transmission coefficients and
Model S at both scales

face of the hemicylinder and for reduced distances less than
0.64mkg−1/3. These data also confirmed the applicability
of the similitude principle even in the presence of an obsta-
cle for blast parameters such as peak overpressure and blast
wave time of arrival. Finally, new experimental results were
compared to a predictive model developed in [5] to express
transmission coefficients on the back face of a hemicylindri-
cal obstacle depending on RSDD. These data also allowed
comparison of new data with Model S; the results obtained
at small scale extended the validity of the model and larger-
scale results also showed good agreement with the model.
Obstacles with different diameters or shapes, various mate-
rials (deformable and non-deformable) would need to be
studied in future to examine the validity range of the model.
The difference in sensor behavior should also be investigated
further.
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Appendix

ISL trials’ denomination

Distance charge
–hemicylinder (M)

Trial reference

0.533 2304/2311/2316/2321
2 2410/2415/2438/2443
3.2 2448/2453/2458/2469/2516

IRSN trials’ denomination

Distance charge
–hemicylinder (M)

Trial reference

Free field TIR1_CL_50g/ TIR2_CL_50g/
TIR3_CL_50g/ TIR4_CL_50g

0.27 TIR5_D27CYL_50g/
TIR6_D27CYL_50g/
TIR7_D27CYL_50g

1 TIR8_D100CYL_50g/
TIR9_D100CYL_50g/
TIR10_D100CYL_50g

1.6 TIR11_D160CYL_50g/
TIR12_D160CYL_50g/
TIR13_ D160CYL_50g
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